FIDO

Secure Vault
In with the FIDO SecureVault,
Out with the password

FIDO SecureVault
What is FIDO?
Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) authentication enables passwordless logins with secure, fast
login experiences across websites and apps.

Reduce Costs

Increase Revenue

Less total cost of ownership

Better onboarding process

Less traffic to the call center

Better customer reviews

Less SMS costs

Better level of security

Less Account Takeover costs

Faster authentication speed

Less development costs

More use of applications

Eliminate password attacks

Less transaction abandonment

How Does FIDO Work?
Passwordless
FIDO eliminates complicated password and replaces it with faster and unique biometrics to
improve security and user experience

Password

Biometrics

Authentication

Wide Application
FIDO provides simpler and stronger authentication in business, banking, school, and other
places
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FIDO SecureVault in Action
Type in your email address
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REGISTRATION:
Register quickly
without password

Scan the QR code

Choose your method and register

Biometric authentication
Log in
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USER LOGIN:

Login done quick
and easy through
FIDO

Tap the push notiﬁcation
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FRAUD DETECTION
SYSTEM:
Adjust your risk
assessment system

You can step the risk parameters and subsequent
actions according to your own risk management model
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ABOUT OUR PRODUCT
Passwordless

Use biometrics to login
without a password to
improve user experience

Security
Use anywhere in Europe
to expand your service

Cloud
Use multi-channel, adaptive
authentication, step-up
authentication, and custamization
to enhance security

4. Access approved

1. User Register/Signs in

with FIDO SecureVault

FIDO
SecureVault

3. FIDO Cloud server

pushes approval to
the client server.

2. Public key is sent to the
cloud to be challenged
and veriﬁed.
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WHY COMPANIES CHOOSE FSV
Enhance Trust & User Experience
81% of online banking customers and 72% of P2P payment users prefer authentication
methods stronger than basic OTPs or static passwords.

Faster & True Passwordless Authentication
Not only FSV will significantly reduce sign-in times compared to traditional OTP methods,
but it also offers a simpler solution integration with advanced true passwordless
authentication.

Enhances Security Standards & Reduces Cyber Attacks
In a world where passwords are the root cause of over 80% of data breaches, particularly
BFIS verticals profit from stronger security standards. FSV prevents phishing by storing
biometrics to personal devices only.

Lowers Maintenance & Development Costs
On average, single password reset labor can cost $70. However, FSV eliminates password
reset and provisioning costs while maintaining advanced security standards.

HOW IS FSV DIFFERENT?
Lean and Cost-Effective
Authentication Add-on is FSV’s unique Cloud-based solution that adds FIDO to pre-existing
authentication process in a lean and cost-effective approach

Safe and Verified
FSV will help you providing a safe user authentication service which had been applied in
a number of reputable online services including online banking, gaming, e-commerce &
portal sites, etc.

Compatible and Versatile
FSV will give you cutting-edge market competitiveness via versatility in supported
environment and an alternative authentication solution while providing a full suite of major
FIDO modules (server, client, ASM/Authenticator)

Quick and Easy
FSV offers a powerful and convenient alternative authentication solution developed and
certified to FIDO specifications. FSV Provides fingerprint, facial recognition, PIN and more
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ABOUT US
We are Turing Crypto GmbH, a cybersecurity company based in Berlin, Germany. We aim
to enhance the user experience and security by enabling passwordless authentication with
FIDO.
We are an official supporter of the FIDO Alliance Working Group. Our product offers a
faster, simpler, and stronger passwordless experience with biometric authentication.
Ouwr product enables FIDO in pre-existing authentication processes through the cloud.
Therefore, our clients can use our cost-effective product anywhere in Europe.
Our FIDO solution is used in various sectors such as banking, fintech, government,
education, automotive, and other industries. Our clients include KB Bank - the largest Bank
by assets in South Korea, and Toss - Asia’s leading challenger bank valued at over $7Bn.
We are excited to bring this expertise to serve our partners in Europe..

CONTACT US
Turning Crypto GmbH
Bismarckstrasse 10-12 10825 Berlin, Germany
fidosales@turingsign.com

TuringSign CA Location
Secure Datacenter Geneva, Switzerland
Powered by WISeKey

TuringSign Asia Pacific Headquarters
TuringSign Pte Ltd.
6 Shenton Way #38-01
Oue Downtown
Singapore 068809
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